
Collision Avoidane, Contention Control and Power Saving inIEEE 802.11 Wireless LANsLuiano BononiDepartment of Computer SieneUniversity of Bologna, ItalyEmail : bononi�s.unibo.it Lorenzo DonatielloDepartment of Computer SieneUniversity of Bologna, ItalyEmail : donat�s.unibo.it1 IntrodutionFor deades Ethernet has been the predominant network tehnology for supporting loal area network (LAN)ommuniation. In reent years the proliferation of portable and laptop omputers has led to LAN tehnologybeing required to support wireless onnetivity [25, 27, 44℄. Mobile and Wireless solutions for ommuniationhave been studied for many years to make it possible for mobile users to aess information anywhere andat anytime [44℄. The Wireless Internet servies (e.g. Web, e-mail) are onsidered the most promising killerappliations pushing for wireless tehnologies, servies and infrastrutures deployment on behalf of networkservie providers and private ustomers. The integration of the wired internet ommuniation with theinnovative and hallenging last-mile wireless onnetivity will require to support full servies and protools'integration among the two worlds.1.1 The role of protools in the wireless senarioA variety of networking solutions, servies, protools, standards, tehnologies, and new appliations havebeen proposed in reent years to meet the goal of the Wireless Internet and wireless last-mile onnetivity.Wireless medium problems and resoure restritions in wireless systems made the \anywhere and at anytimeonnetivity" goal diÆult to obtain. Some of the problems to be solved inlude environment obstales andinterferene, user mobility and dynami network topologies, variable user density, variable load, low hannelbandwidth, frequent link failures, limited battery energy, overheads redution. Under the protool designviewpoint, these problems have been dealt with at many layers in the OSI protool stak. At the physiallayer, suitable tehnologies for transmission, reeption and oding are required. At upper layers, protools'design plays an important role: protools de�ne the way resoures are used, shared, and also protools de�nethe way the information is oded, fragmented, re-ordered, assembled, heked and validated. Protools alsodetermine whih servies the system an support and the Quality of Servie (QoS) guaranteed to the users'appliations.It results a great area of investigation of the role of protools and distributed algorithms for networksystems' management. New limiting onstraints given by the wireless senarios have aused a onsistent1



researh in order to realize optimal tuning of the protools and algorithms derived from protools andalgorithms adopted in wired networks. One of the hallenging tasks for researhers in reent years has been(and still is) the need to overome the wireless system weaknesses by maintaining the inertial de�nitionof management protools and arhitetures for the inter-ommuniation of wireless systems with the wiredounterparts. The need to maintain system and servie arhitetures, and protools de�nitions derived fromthe wired networks ounterpart, has brought to adaptive solutions on the wireless side, instead of a ompletere-design of the wireless protools. By designing adaptive protools the system integration should be as muhtransparent as possible to the �nal users, devies and servie providers, both on the wired and on the wirelessside.1.2 Adaptive protools and ross layeringIt is widely reognized that the dynami nature of the wireless link demands fast and low-ost adaptationon the part of protools [7, 13, 14, 27℄. As an example, mobility of the users and frequent parameters'utuations due to wireless hannels harateristis stress the adaptive behavior of protools. Therefore,the study of tuning knobs of adaptive protools is an important issue already in the protool design. It isalso neessary to understand the problems one might enounter with adaptive protools, suh as exessiveoverheads, stability and fairness problems.All the network layers will require ability to adapt to hanging hannel onditions, perhaps implementedthrough some form of hannel state estimation and traking. What is required is an appropriate suiteof adaptive, event-driven protools that pass state-information aross layers in an e�ort to ope with thisvariability. Little is known about this new approah in the protool design, and onsiderable researh isrequired here, although a large payo� potential is expeted [12, 14℄. As an example, dealing with thenew assumptions of the wireless senarios and the e�ets of suh new assumptions on the Medium AessControl (MAC) protool design, this hapter will illustrate the evolutionary design perspetive of the lass ofdistributed random-aess MAC protools. A distributed, random-aess MAC protool is the basi aesssheme in today's IEEE 802.11 MAC de�nition.Reently, the need for adaptive behavior of protools, based on the information exhange between theOSI protool layers, has evolved to the idea of a ollapse of the OSI layering struture for the wireless world(i.e. ross-layering). Emerging motivations and ritiisms onsider two-edged the ross-layering priniple inthe design of protools: it is quite lear and onsolidated the need for adaptive behavior of protools basedon the exhange of information among the protool layers. On the other hand, a warning on the risk ofunstrutured and "spaghetti-design" priniples for wireless senarios and the orrelated risk for yli designsolutions and unstable protools was reently disussed in [48℄.
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1.3 WLANs and MANETsWireless LAN tehnology (WLAN) is going to integrate and replae wired LANs at a fast rate beause thetehnology solutions are beoming less expensive and with aeptable performanes. The WLAN infrastru-ture is based on stati Aess Points (APs) serving and managing loal (mobile) nodes. If nodes leave theWLAN area they should register to a new AP, if any.On the other hand, new lasses of wireless networks, suh as the mobile ad ho networks (MANETs)or infrastrutureless networks have no ounterpart in today's networks. MANETs are omposed of a set ofmobile hosts (MHs), possibly onneted to eah other in a best-e�ort way, through one (single-hop) or more(multi-hop) ommuniation links. The transmission range of a MH is limited and the topology of the networkis dynami, so that multi-hop ommuniation is neessary for nodes to ommuniate with eah other. Basiassumptions in urrent wired networks, inluding the notions of a quasi-permanent �xed topology and stablelinks, might not apply to suh new networks. The dynami nature and topology of the MANETs hallengesurrent MAC and routing tehniques, and requires a more-autonomous style of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networkmanagement than one �nds in today's entralized, stationary systems.The problem of how suh a network self-organizes and responds to node mobility, hannel interfereneand ontention requires solutions. Moreover, the rapidly variable number of nodes that one might �nd in suha network undersores the need for a level of salability not ommonly present in most of the approahes tonetwork management. Let us think, for example, to a burst of users with mobile devies that moves, at a giventime instant, in the same meeting room thus generating a sharp inrease in the traÆ of the orrespondingWLAN. While the number of hosts that an be onneted to a WLAN may be large, wireless links willontinue to have signi�antly lower apaity than wired links and hene ongestion is more problemati.The protool salability inuenes the QoS pereived by the users, and the resoures' utilization (mainlybattery-energy and hannel bandwidth). Sine energy and bandwidth are suh preious resoures in wirelessnetworks, there should be a fous on protools that support the minimization of their use.At the Medium Aess Control (MAC) layer, the objetive is to make the most e�etive use of thelimited energy and spetrum available while supporting the distributed servies that adequately meet theQoS requirements of the users' appliations aessing the ommuniation network. Aordingly, researherswill have to gain a better understanding of how to design the MAC, data link, network, and transportprotools, and their interations, for these networks [3℄. Furthermore, the multiple aess tehnique inuse on any wireless subnetwork should allow exible and eÆient internetworking with both WLANs andMANETs. In this way MANETs ould be adopted to extend the WLAN overage areas (e.g. WLAN hot-spots) [25℄. At the upper layers, protools should allow heterogeneous systems ommuniation, and wirelessintegration with the wired bakbone network.The suess of WLANs is onneted to the development of networking produts that an provide wirelessnetwork aess at a ompetitive prie. A major fator in ahieving this goal is the availability of appropriatenetworking standards. Wireless Loal Area Networks (WLANs) experiened an explosive growth and user3



demand in reent years. The IEEE 802.11 Standard (Wi-Fi) tehnology has beome a de-fato standard forthe Medium Aess Control (MAC) layer in suh networks. This fat led the researh in the �eld of WLANsand MANETs to be mainly foused on IEEE 802.11-based MAC solutions.1.3.1 The MAC level perspetiveMobile hosts aess a shared hannel with their wireless transmissions, whih may be deteted by all neigh-bor hosts within a given range, given the broadast nature of the wireless transmissions. In WLANs andMANETs, the medium aess ontrol (MAC) protool is the main management omponent that determinesthe eÆieny in sharing the limited ommuniation bandwidth of the wireless hannel and, at the sametime, manages the ongestion situations that may our inside the network. MAC de�nition and tuning isessential in providing an eÆient resoure alloation, and power saving, among ompeting nodes.Centralized protools are based on the support of a entralized oordinator, e.g. a base station or AessPoint (AP) oordinating the hannel aesses. The entralized sheme an support quality of servie, priorityshemes, asymmetri hannel sheduling among oordinated nodes, but su�ers the system dynamis likemobility, load hanges, and an result in omplex management and resoure waste. The need for the entraloordinator is a strong assumption that an be aeptable in infrastruture-based and WLAN systems, butit is not a reliable hoie in infrastrutureless and mobile ad ho networks.Distributed MAC protools realize less ritial implementations, de�ned to work under peer-to-peermanagement onditions, resulting in easy implementation and no need for oordinating nodes. For thisreason, ommon hoies for Wireless LANs (WLANs) and Mobile Ad Ho Networks (MANETs) are based andrealized by distributed MAC protools. On the other hand, distributed random-aess MAC protools havebeen demonstrated to su�er salability, eÆieny and QoS problems under high loads. Among the distributedMAC protools, two lasses of protools an be identi�ed: reservation-based shemes and ontention-based(random-aess) shemes. Reservation-based shemes are realized on the assumption that nodes should agreeon the order and duration of their respetive hannel aesses before to try any aess. In entralized shemesthis poliy an be easily demanded to the entral oordinator, whih ollets requests by the wireless nodes,and generates a shedule of the hannel aesses. Channel aess is governed by the entral oordinator bymeans of a polling-authorization mehanism. In distributed shemes, this poliy is muh more diÆult torealize due to the absene of the entral oordinator. Two ommon approahes that an be adopted to realizethe reservation-based aess in a distributed way are: expliit reservation (i.e. the stati list approah) andimpliit reservation (i.e. token-based approah). The expliit reservation approah is based on the reation ofa stati ordered list of nodes and duration of their respetive aesses, and it an be adopted when the numberof nodes and the traÆ requirements are stable. Suh an approah is really unpratial in wireless and mobilesystems, beause it annot adapt to the system dynamis, and it may result in a waste of resoures. In thetoken-based approah, a message alled token irulates in mutually exlusive way between nodes organizedin a yli sequene. The node reeiving the token owns the right to transmit for a given time, then it must4



pass the token to the next node in the list. This sheme has been onsidered for wireless systems, but therisk to lose the token, distributed failure-tolerane and management issues made the implementation quiteomplex and unpratial for wireless networks.The distributed, random-aess or ontention-based MAC protools have been onsidered as the goodompromise between ease of system management, resoures' utilization and performanes in many wirelesssystems. The idea behind suh MAC protools is to de�ne distributed protools as event-based algorithms,randomly spreading the aesses of nodes in an e�ort to reah system stability, aeptable resoure utilizationand performanes, as the aggregate behavior of nodes. The events governing the distributed ontention-basedMAC protools are represented by the limited feedbak information pereived by the network interfae ofevery node. In the next setions we will provide an historial perspetive of proposals based on di�erentassumptions about the feedbak information that ould be exploited by nodes. The eÆient implementationof distributed MAC management in MANETs would require every MH to obtain the maximum informationregarding the neighbor nodes, if any. This information ould be adopted in lustering and routing layers, andin MAC ontention ontrol as well. As we will see in the next setions, information gathering is a omplexativity in WLANs and MANETs, and it is subjet to many biasing e�ets. The inrease in the on�denelevel of the information obtained at the MAC layer, is subjet to inverse trade-o�s with resoures' utilization,power ontrol and power saving priniples.A omplete taxonomy of the possible Medium Aess Control protools and management tehniquesproposed in reent years for the wireless senario is out of the sope of this hapter. In this hapter, wewill provide the reader with an historial perspetive and a state-of-the-art illustration of examples andsolutions (sometimes milestones) that have been proposed in the �eld of the distributed Medium AessControl (MAC) layer protools for wireless and mobile ad ho networks.The hapter emphasis will be on the protools and distributed algorithms at the basis of historial andreent developments in the ollision avoidane, ontention ontrol, and power saving issues of the MACdesign in IEEE 802.11 WLANs and MANETs. The MAC layer de�nitions play an important role also inother problems studied in the ontext of wireless networks, e.g. Quality of servie and real-time, uniast andmultiast delivery, load distribution, fairness and prioritized aess. In this hapter we will analyze solutionsfor inreasing both the MAC protool eÆieny and the protool ability to reat to ongestion onditions.In addition, we also investigate the protool robustness to wireless vulnerabilities (hidden/exposed terminalsand hannel errors) and the power saving potential of the lass of IEEE 802.11 based MAC protools.2 The IEEE 802.11 StandardIn this setion we present the essential information, related to the IEEE 802.11 Standard for Wireless LANs(WLAN), whih is required for the analysis of some problems in the ongestion reation and power savingmehanisms implemented with the Standard de�nition. IEEE Std 802.11-1997 and suessive releases speifya single Medium Aess Control (MAC) sublayer and 3 Physial Layer Spei�ations: Frequeny Hopping5



Spread Spetrum (FHSS), Diret Sequene Spread Spetrum (DSSS) and Infrared (IR) [31℄. The physiallayer is out of the sope of this hapter. Two projets are urrently ongoing to develop higher-speed PHYextensions to 802.11 operating in the 2.4 GHz band (projet 802.11b, handled by TGb) and in the 5 GHzband (projet 802.11a handled by TGa), see [32℄.The IEEE 802.11 WLAN is a single-hop infrastruture network. In addition, it is emerging as oneof the most promising tehnologies for onstruting multi-hop mobile ad ho networks (MANETs). Theurrent de�nition of the IEEE 802.11 MAC is not ideal under this viewpoint: next setions will illustratethat further analysis and enhanements are required to apture more system harateristis for optimizedprotools design at the MAC and Logial Link Control (LLC) layers. Spei�ally, support for multi-hopommuniation, ow synhronization, power ontrol and power saving, and enhanements at the MAC layerrequire additional work [86℄. Anyway, IEEE 802.11 Standard an be onsidered the prototype standardde�nition, and the basis for prototype implementation of MANETs. It has beome a referene both forpratial implementations and for the researh in this �eld. In the following setion, we will �rst provide anoverview of distributed ontention ontrol management in IEEE 802.11 networks (spei�ally the DistributedCoordination Funtion, DCF);2.1 Distributed Foundation Wireless Medium Aess Control (DFWMAC)In the IEEE 802.11 systems onsidered in this hapter, the Distributed Foundation Wireless Medium AessControl protool (DFWMAC) inludes the de�nition of two aess shemes, o-existing in a time-interleavingsuper frame struture [31℄. The Distributed Coordination Funtion (DCF) is the basi aess sheme and it isa distributed, random-aess MAC protool for asynhronous, ontention-based, distributed aesses to thehannel. On top of the DCF, an optional Point Coordination Funtion (PCF) is de�ned as the aess shemeto support infrastruture-based systems based on a entral oordinator (i.e. Aess Point) for entralized,ontention-free aesses.Stations an operate in both on�gurations, based on the di�erent oordination funtions:� Distributed Coordination Funtion (ad ho network): the Mobile Hosts (MHs) exhange data like inpeer-to-peer (P2P) ommuniation, and there is no need for infrastrutures to be installed. The DCFis ompletely distributed, and the hannel aess is ontention-based. Stations in suh a on�gurationrealize an Independent Basi Servie Set (IBSS). Two or more IBSS ommuniating wireless viaan intermediate station realize the multi-hop ommuniation between di�erent IBSS whih is madepossible in IEEE 802.11 networks.� Point Coordination Funtion (infrastruture on�guration): the MHs ommuniate to Aess Points(APs) whih are part of a Distribution System (DS). An Aess point serves the stations in a BasiServie Set (BSS) implementing a entralized ontrol of the system. The aess method is similar toa reservation-based polling system and uses a oordinator to determine the transmission sheduling ofMHs. 6



The basi aess method in the IEEE 802.11 MAC protool is the Distributed Coordination Funtion(DCF) whih is a Carrier Sense Multiple Aess with Collision Avoidane (CSMA/CA) MAC protool. Infew words, this means that a station listen the hannel before to transmit. Sine this protool is the mainfous of this work, it will be separately onsidered in detail in next setions.Before taking ontrol of the hannel and transmitting, eah station in the IBSS (inluding the AP, ifany) is assoiated with an amount of idle time (i.e. the IFS) that the station must wait, while performing aarrier sensing of the hannel state. If a station senses another stations' transmission on the hannel duringits IFS, it defers its own transmission. It results that the station with the shortest IFS is allowed to takeontrol of the hannel. It is worth noting that the fundamental hypothesis of this aess sheme is that thestate of the hannel is onsistent for all stations sharing the hannel. As we will show in next setions, thisis not always guaranteed due to hidden terminals. Three possible levels of priority are onsidered, related tothree IFS intervals: in inreasing order, Short interframe Spae (SIFS), PCF Interframe Spae (PIFS) andDCF Interframe Spae (DIFS).The SIFS is the shortest interframe spae, and it is impliitly assigned to a station whih is expeted totransmit immediately by the ontext of the ommuniation proess: e.g. to send an aknowledgement for areeived frame, or to send a frame after a polling signal from the AP.The PCF is supported on the top of the DCF by exploiting a super-frame struture and PCF InterFrame Spaes (PIFS). The PIFS is the intermediate IFS (SIFS < PIFS < DIFS), and it is related withthe Aess Point (AP) only. Whenever the AP wants to take ontrol of the hannel, it waits up until the�rst idle PIFS time on the hannel, and immediately transmits to take ontrol of the hannel. The AP gainthe ontrol of the hannel and maintains it up until it leaves a DIFS of idle time to elapse on the hannel(see �gure 1).The DIFS is the longest interframe spae, and it is the enabler IFS to start the DCF phase. After everytransmission, stations under DCF ontrol must wait for an idle time on the hannel at least equal to theDIFS before to start the ontention for the hannel (see �gure 1). Contention based aess is performedby peer-MHs by adopting Collision Avoidane and Contention Control shemes. This short desription ofinterframe spaes is suÆient for the onsiderations that will be presented in this hapter, but it is notexhaustive. Interested readers should address to [31℄ for further details.In the next setions we will onentrate our analysis over the DCF Collision Avoidane and ContentionControl whih, due to distributed random-aess harateristis, may be a�eted in signi�ant way by theongestion problem. The Point Coordination Funtion may be a�eted by the ontention problem as well,in an indiret way. The transmission requests from the MHs to the AP are performed in DCF frames andare subjet to ontention-based aesses. In other words, the DCF aess sheme is onsidered the BasiAess sheme in IEEE 802.11 networks, hene its optimization is a relevant researh ativity for both DCFand PCF aess shemes. 7



Figure 1: IEEE 802.11 DFWMAC Superframe struture
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3 Bakground and wireless assumptions for MAC protoolsIn this setion, we will briey summarize some of the assumptions and harateristis that have been on-sidered for the design, tuning and implementation of distributed, random-aess MAC protools in wirelesssenarios. Most of the following assumptions an be onsidered the new MAC protool design problems,whih made most of the suessful solutions for the wired senarios to beome unpratial for the wirelesssenarios.3.1 Wireless signalsWireless signals an be used to ode the information being transmitted in many ways. Coding tehniquesare out of the sope of this hapter, and more information on this topi an be found in [61℄. From aphysial viewpoint, wireless signals are eletromagneti waves that propagate away, all around from theirsoures (i.e. like the light around a lamp). This phenomenon is usually denoted as the physial "broadastnature" of the wireless transmissions, i.e. signals annot be restrited on a wire, but they di�use over thearea around the transmitter. It is quite lear how this assumption is to be onsidered in the MAC design,whih is devoted to manage the hannel apture. The way the wireless signals propagate an be desribedin many ways by adopting propagation models. Propagation models desribe the ombined e�ets of themedium harateristis, the environment obstales, and the transmission power of the signal soure (i.e. thewireless transmitter). In every medium, the transmission power of wireless signals (Ptx) is subjet to anatural deay: the more the distane d from the transmitter, the lower the residual power for the signalbeing deteted by a reeiver (in the order of Ptx=dk, k � 2) (see �gure 2). If the residual signal power to thereeiving network interfae is above the reeption threshold Rth then a ommuniation is possible betweensender and reeiver. Otherwise, to allow a ommuniation (i.e. link establishment) between the sender andreeiver it would be neessary to inrease the transmission power of the sender, and/or to redue their relativedistane d. In order to obtain a bi-diretional link, i.e. the required ondition for most of the MAC and LLCprotools proposed, the ommuniation must be possible on both diretions, from sender to reeiver and vieversa. This assumption must be onsidered when heterogeneous devies with di�erent sensitivity thresholdsand di�erent transmission power levels o-exist in the same senario. In general, network interfaes anbe managed to transmit signals with a variable transmission power Ptx. In the reeiving phase, network8
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Interference areaFigure 2: Transmission power, propagation and overage areasinterfaes an be summarily desribed by means of the reeiving threshold Rth and a arrier-sense thresholdCth [61℄ (see �gure 2). For every transmitter-reeiver pair, if the reeiving power pereived for the ongoingtransmission is greater than Rth then it would be suÆient for reeption, if it is greater than Cth it would besuÆient for detetion and arrier-sensing, otherwise it would be simple interferene. Reeption and arriersensing events an be deteted by the devie omponents and made available to Medium Aess Controlprotools to loally manage the transmissions.The transmission (overage) area of a wireless transmitter (see �gure 2) is the area where the wirelesssignal propagates and an be orretly deteted and deoded (i.e. transmission is possible with few/noerrors are due to interferene). It should be noted that this area depends on the transmission power of thetransmitter, on the propagation harateristis of the medium, on the reeption threshold (sensitivity) of thereeiving network interfae (Rth), and on the amount of interferene (noise) aused by other transmissionsand by environment fators [61℄. Only the reeiver (i.e. not the sender) knows if the transmission has beenreeived or deteted, hene the transmission area annot be ompletely determined by the transmitter'sproperties only.The detetion area (see �gure 2) of a wireless transmission-devie is the area where the signal propagates,and where it an be deteted by a arrier sensing mehanism (see below), without being neessarily deoded(i.e. Cth � Reeived Signal Power � Rth). This means that a mobile reeiver an sense the wirelessmedium as busy, without being able to deode the reeived signals. The existene of this area in the system,for eah transmitter, may be relevant for the evaluation of detailed arrier sensing and MAC level e�ets,suh as exposed terminals, hidden terminals, apture e�ets (desribed in the following).The Carrier Sensing (CS) mehanism is shortly desribed as the physial apability of the networkinterfae to detet transmissions, and to send a signal to the MAC layer indiating the event: "some signalis being deteted on this hannel".The interferene area of a wireless transmission-devie is de�ned as the area where the wireless signal9
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Figure 3: Example of a ollision domainpropagates, without being deteted or deoded by any reeiver. Interferene adds noise to any possibleongoing transmission for intended reeivers within the interferene range. The umulative e�et of multipleinterferenes might add errors to the bits of information transmitted to reeivers.3.2 Collision domains, apture e�etA ollision domain an be de�ned as the union of the overage areas of a set of nodes, mutually onnetedby a single shared ommuniation hannel. Given the ollision domain example shown in �gure 3, D anonly reeive C, C and B an detet eah other but annot reeive respetive transmissions, and A and Ban reeive (and detet) eah other. Interferene areas ar not shown in the �gure: it ould be assumed thatevery node is in the interferene range of eah other. A ollision happens on a given reeiver when two ormore portions of onurrent transmissions superimpose eah other in the time and spae domains, by ausingdeoding errors for the information reeived. If the reeived signal power of one of the olliding signals ismuh more greater than others, it may happen that the reeiver is able to apture suh transmission anyway(e.g. A ould apture B's data while C transmits). In this ase a apture e�et of signals an be exploited.Otherwise, ollision of onurrent signals transmitted on the same ollision domain may ause a destrutiveinterferene for deteted signals on the reeiver. The main goal of a MAC protool poliy is to avoid suhollisions, and to adapt the density of transmissions, i.e. the ontention level. The ontention level an bethought as the risk to ause a ollision if a transmission is performed. In the next setions, we will illustrateother problems and issues for the MAC design.3.3 Half Duplex hannelsOne the link existene is established at the physial transmission level, the MAC protool should managethe MAC level link properties inherited from the physial layer.A single wireless ommuniation devie, i.e. a wireless network interfae (NI), an transmit and reeivedata in separate time windows, but annot transmit and reeive at the same time on the same wirelesshannel. One of the harateristis of a single wireless ommuniation hannel between any two nodes Aand B is that a single hannel an be used only in half-duplex mode for ommuniations. This means thata single hannel an be used to send data from A to B or vie versa, but not both ways on the same time10



(see �gure 3). In other words, a network interfae annot "listen" to reeive ommuniations while it istransmitting on the same hannel. Even if this behavior ould be tehnially possible at the hardware level(e.g. by using two NIs), the result would be nulli�ed beause the transmitted signal would be in most asesmuh more powerful in the proximity of the devie than every other reeived signal. This is due to thephysial propagation laws for wireless signals.3.4 Collision Detetion (CD)The half-duplex harateristi of wireless hannels is one of the most ritial and limiting assumptionsto be onsidered in the design of MAC protools for the wireless senario. As a onsequene, ollisiondetetion (CD) tehniques adopted in wired LANs MAC protools (e.g. IEEE 802.3 and Ethernet) annotbe implemented on a single wireless hannel. The only way to obtain a similar funtion in wireless senariosould be given by adopting a ouple of network interfaes and a ouple of hannels: while A sends data toB on the DATA hannel, if a ollision is deteted, B may send a jamming signal to A on the CD hannel, toause an early stop of the DATA transmission.3.5 Full Duplex linksA bi-diretional (Full Duplex) link an be obtained by adopting duplexing tehniques, like Time DivisionDuplex (TDD), or Frequeny Division Duplex (FDD). TDD reates a logial abstration of a full duplexlink by splitting the transmission and reeption phases over onseutive, non-overlapped time intervals, on asingle half-duplex (physial) hannel. FDD onsists in adopting two physial hannels: one for transmissionand one for reeption. In most WLANs and MANETs, logial (bi-diretional) links are ommonly de�nedas time division duplex hannels. All data transmissions and reeptions have to be in the same frequenyband, sine there are no "bridge" nodes (maybe exepted Base Stations) to translate the transmissions fromone physial hannel to another one. This usually requires strit time-synhronization in the system, andMedium Aess Control (MAC) protools' de�ned aordingly [16℄.In the following we will desribe the main distributed MAC protool proposals for WLAN senarios. Itis worth noting that three important and leading fators determine the MAC protool de�nition: time, spaeand power (energy). In few words, a distributed MAC protool should loally manage the time-shedule oftransmissions, depending on the variable traÆ load requirements, in suh a way to avoid ollisions on thereeivers, and to exploit the maximum degree of spatial-reuse of the limited hannel resoure. On the otherhand, any redution of energy onsumed for transmission and reeption phases is another ritial point forbattery-based devies at the MAC layer. To the wireless senario harateristis and problems desribed, itmust be added the e�et of mobility of users, resulting in highly dynami and variable ollision domains andontention levels.
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4 Evolutionary perspetive of distributed ontention-based MACThis setion desribes the evolution of proposals in the �eld of distributed ontention-based multiple-aessMAC protools for the wireless senario. The list of proposals is not exhaustive, due to spae reasons, but itis an inremental illustration of the milestones and the evolution of the protools, leading to IEEE 802.11.Spei�ally, given the fous of the hapter, this perspetive is oriented to the ontention ontrol and powersaving issues in the distributed ontention-based MAC protool design.4.1 Distributed ontention-based MAC protoolsThe following MAC protools deal with the redution of the vulnerability of ontention-based transmissionsover the same wireless ollision domain.4.1.1 The Aloha MAC protoolThe �rst MAC protool de�ned for distributed, multiple-aess wireless transmission of data frames (alledpakets) was the Aloha protool [1℄. In this protool the Carrier Sensing (CS) onept was still not inluded,i.e. every node was not assumed to "listen" to the hannel before transmitting. The MAC protool poliywas straight-forward: every node transmits any data in the bu�er queues immediately, whenever it is ready.During the transmission, Collision Detetion (CD) is not possible, and the transmission attempt is performed,up to the end of the data frame, over half-duplex hannels. After the transmission is performed, some formof Aknowledgment (Ak) was provided (e.g. on a separate hannel), to asertain a suessful transmission.The transmitter waits for the Ak up to a maximum amount of time (ak timeout). In ase of unsuessfultransmission (i.e. missing aknowledgment after the timeout) a new transmission attempt is required. Thesimple bi-diretional "Data + Ak" struture of the frame transmission realizes the prototype de�nition ofa reliable Logial Link Layer. In order to avoid synhronization of re-transmission attempts among multipleontending nodes, resulting in a sequene of ollisions, every re-transmission is sheduled after a pseudo-random waiting time.The vulnerability of a frame being transmitted is de�ned as the size of the maximum time windowontaining the frame transmission, during whih another frame may be transmitted by originating a ollisionon the reeiver. In [50℄ it was demonstrated that the vulnerability period for eah frame (by assumingonstant size) in the Aloha aess sheme is twie the average frame size expressed in time units. Inthe same paper it was demonstrated that, by assuming independent Poisson-distributed arrivals of frames'transmissions (with onstant size), and ollisions as the only soure of transmission errors, the expetedhannel utilization was upper bounded by only 18% of the hannel apaity (i.e. the maximum hannelthroughput). In other words, by inreasing the load o�ered by independent nodes (load G is de�ned as theframe size multiplied by the Poisson inter-arrival rate), the probability of a ollision inreases, and the MACpoliy would not be able to support hannel utilization greater than 18% (see �gure 4). This is a theoryresult that well desribes the salability limits of this MAC poliy under the ontention ontrol viewpoint.12



4.1.2 The Slotted-Aloha MAC protoolThe Slotted Aloha protool, was introdued to limit the vulnerability of eah frame. The time is assumed tobe divided in frame-slots (with �xed frame size), eah one able to ontain a frame transmission. This protoolis similar to Aloha, but a quantized synhronization of nodes is assumed, suh that every transmission startsonly at the beginning of a frame slot. In this way, the relevant advantage is that the vulnerability period islimited by the single frame slot where the transmission is performed. Analytial models demonstrate thatthe expeted hannel utilization was upper bounded by 36% of the hannel apaity, i.e. twie the Alohavalue (see �gure 4). This theory result shows that the salability of this MAC poliy is better than Aloha,but is still far from the optimality.4.1.3 The pure CSMA MAC protoolPrevious studies motivated for designing and introduing the Carrier Sense Multiple Aess (CSMA) onept[50℄. In the CSMA MAC, every node "listen" the hannel before transmitting, and if the hannel is found tobe busy it defers the transmission to later time (i.e. non-persistent arrier sensing), otherwise it transmitsimmediately. The advantage of this poliy is that ongoing transmissions an be deteted and the nextandidate transmitter would niely avoid to ollide with them. Unfortunately, if the propagation delaysare signi�ant with respet to the frame size, the performane of CSMA would be negatively a�eted.The propagation delay temporarily hides the ongoing transmission to other potential transmitters, whosetransmissions may ause a ollision to the intended reeivers. In suh a way, the vulnerability of the framewas demonstrated to be redued to only two times the maximum propagation delay (2��) of wireless signals,among any two distant transmitters. As an example, the transmission of a transmitter X starting at time txis exposed to the risk of ollision with possible transmissions started at time ty � (tx� �) by any transmitterY (whose transmission has not still been deteted by X). The transmission from X is also exposed to therisk of ollision with any possible transmitter Z whose transmission will start at time tz � (tx + �) (i.e.before Z an detet the ongoing transmission from X). The propagation delay � is usually onsidered ordersof magnitude lower than the size of the typial frames [50℄. This is spei�ally more probable for ommonWLAN and MANET senarios. The CSMA throughput was modeled and was de�ned as high as 80% of thehannel apaity (see �gure 4).4.1.4 The Slotted-CSMA MAC protoolBy applying the slot-based onept to CSMA, the Slotted-CSMA protool was proposed as a further enhane-ment of CSMA [50℄. A minislot is de�ned as the upper bound of the propagation delay between di�erenttransmitters in the system (�). In the Slotted-CSMA protool, every node with a frame to transmit "lis-ten" the hannel at the beginning of the next minislot, and if the hannel is found to be busy it defers thetransmission to later time (i.e. non-persistent arrier sensing), otherwise it transmits immediately at thebeginning of the urrent minislot. The advantage of this poliy is that the beginning of possible transmissions13



are synhronized up to a minislot-quantized time. Transmissions are guaranteed to be deteted at worst atthe beginning of the next minislot by all the transmitters in the system. In suh a way, the vulnerability ofthe frame was demonstrated to be redued to the minislot time (�). If the propagation delays are signi�antwith respet to the framesize, the performane of Slotted-CSMA would degrade. The attainable Slotted-CSMA throughput was modeled and was giving better values than the CSMA hannel apaity, for the samesenarios (see �gure 4).Figure 4: Analytial investigation of ontention-based MAC throughput
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4.2 Collision Detetion in Wireless systemsAll previous MAC poliies were assumed to reeive an Aknowledgment-based (Ak) feedbak indiationof the suessful transmission from the intended reeiver. The Ak is usually provided as a short replyframe, and an be exploited to realize the Link Layer onept of "reliable link" between transmitter andreeiver. In some systems, and in early wireless MAC proposals, Aks were sent on separate ontrol hannels.Nowadays, the Ak transmission is usually piggybaked by the Data reeiver immediately after the end ofthe Data reeption, on the single, shared, half-duplex ommuniation hannel. In this way, at the MAC/LLClayer, the reeiver ould immediately exploit the ontention won by the transmitter for sending the ak frame(i.e. a new ontention is not required sine the shared hannel has been suessfully aptured by the sender).Di�erent poliies and de�nitions of the MAC and LLC layers an be de�ned by assuming the expliitindiation of the motivation for unsuessful transmissions (e.g. if a frame was reeived with errors, if itwas subjet to ollision, et.). Anyway, the LLC layer is out of the sope in this hapter. The knowledgeof the reasons for the unsuessful transmissions has been onsidered in the literature, and analysis shownthat the more information feedbak is provided on the ause of a ontention failure (i.e. ollision, numberof olliding nodes, bit error due to interferene, et.) the more performane and adaptive behavior an beobtained by the MAC protool. Unfortunately, in most senarios, the only feedbak information providedafter a transmission attempt is the existene of Ak frames within a timeout period.In early wired LANs, researhers onsidered solutions based on CSMA tehniques and transmitters with14



Collision Detetion (CD) apabilities [56℄, i.e. the nodes were listening to the hannel while they weretransmitting. As mentioned before, in wireless systems, CSMA and slotting tehniques an be exploited toredue the vulnerability of frames being transmitted. Anyway, when the frame transmission starts, there isno way to early detet if a ollision is ourring at the reeiver node. Under this hypothesis, CSMA/CDshemes like Ethernet and IEEE 802.3 annot be exploited in wireless MAC protools. The implementationof ollision detetion in wireless senarios has been investigated in some researh works, e.g. [54, 63, 67℄.Given the harateristis of wireless systems, the only pratial way to obtain something equivalent to CD isthe adoption of separate signalling hannels and multiple Network Interfaes (NIs). This would require twiethe hannel bandwidth, power and network interfaes than other mehanisms. We will see in the followinghow researhers de�ned new MAC poliies for the wireless world that ould be onsidered quite equivalentto the ollision detetion shemes under the hannel reservation and hannel utilization viewpoint.4.3 Collision AvoidaneThe Aloha and CSMA MAC protools illustrated in the previous setion were thought for the redution of thevulnerability period of the ontention-based frame transmissions. The Collision Avoidane (CA) tehniqueshave been designed in order to preventively reate the same onditions provided by ollision detetion, byusing a single shared hannel and a single network interfae. If the ontention-based transmission evolvesin a ollision to the intended reeiver, then the amount of energy wasted and hannel oupany by theolliding transmission should be as muh limited as possible.Collision avoidane an be thought as a preliminary spatial reservation of the ollision domain betweensender and reeiver, in order to preserve the whole data transmission. The spatial reservation an beperformed by resolving the hannel ontention among multiple transmitters in the neighborhood of both thesender and the reeiver. Before of illustrating the proposals for ollision avoidane, we are going to de�nethe most representative problems to be onsidered at the MAC layer under this viewpoint.4.3.1 The Hidden and Exposed TerminalsThe dynami topology of wireless ad ho networks, the adoption of shared hannels for transmissions, anda arrier-sensing based poliy for the MAC protool implementation may bring some nodes to experienethe Hidden Terminal and the Exposed Terminal problems. These problems happen for a node reeiving theonurrent transmissions of at least two other neighbor nodes, respetively hidden to eah other. In suhsenarios, any time-overlapping of onurrent transmissions on the reeiver may result in a ollision whihhas a destrutive e�et. Given the ollision de�nition, this phenomenon happens only on the reeivers and itis dependent on the threshold levels (sensitivity) for the residual energy pereived by the reeiver's networkinterfae (for reeption, detetion and interferene, respetively).As an example, let us suppose A is within the detetion area of C and vie versa, B is within thetransmission area of A and vie versa, and C is outside the detetion area of B (see �gure 5). In this senario15
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Figure 5: Example of hidden and exposed terminalC senses the transmission of A, i.e., it senses the hannel as busy, but it annot deode the transmission.This ondition illustrate the exposed terminal ondition for C with respet to A [16℄. Exposed terminals areterminals, (e.g., C) whose transmission is not allowed, (e.g., by a MAC poliy over a ollision domain) dueto exposure to irrelevant transmissions, (e.g., from A to B). The exposed terminals problem is the ause ofa limitation of the possible hannel reuse.Another problem is given by hidden terminals: due to shadowing e�ets and limited transmission ranges,a given terminal B ould start a transmission towards another terminal A (B and A are within eah other'stransmission area, see �gure 5), while A is reeiving signals from a hidden (with respet to B) terminal C.This means that A annot omplete any reeption, due to the destrutive ollision of signals from B and C.It may happen also that A an detet and isolates one of the olliding transmissions, (e.g., from B to A):in this ase, we obtain a apture e�et of transmission from B to A, despite C's interferene and ollision.A disussion of details for hidden and exposed terminals and apture e�et an be found in [16, 59℄. Beingthe CSMA-based solution proposed in [50℄ implemented by transmitters, it is not guaranteed that CSMAis suÆient for transmitters to detet eah other before their respetive transmissions. In suh a senario,the throughput of CSMA and ALOHA would fall again to less than 18% the hannel apaity. This is thereason why the hidden terminal problem was disussed quite early in 1975, by Tobagi and Kleinrok [73℄.The solution proposed in [73℄ was the Busy Tone Multiple Aess (BTMA) protool, where a separatedhannel was used to send a busy tone whenever a node would be deteting a transmission on the data hannel.In this way the information about the (loal) oupany of the hannel at eah reeiver is forwarded by thebusy tone signal to neighbor nodes, and every node should perform a Carrier Sense on the busy-tone hannelbefore sending a frame. The major drawbak of BTMA is that it would require a separate hannel and aouple of network interfaes to perform arrier sensing on the busy-tone hannel while transmitting on thedata hannel.4.3.2 The Request-to-Send (RTS) and Clear-to-Send (CTS) shemeAnother more a�ordable way to ontrast the hidden terminal problem among wired terminals onneted toa entralized server was suggested in Split-hannel Reservation Multiple Aess protool (SRMA) in 1976[74℄. The solution was based on the handshake of short messages Request-to-send/Clear-to-send (RTS/CTS)between senders (i.e. terminals) and reeivers (i.e. the server), over three separated hannels (RTS, CTS16



and DATA hannels). The RTS/CTS sheme was originally designed to manage the eÆient transmissionsheduling between senders and reeivers, without originating interferenes among hidden terminals on theserver [74℄.Some time later, the RTS/CTS sheme was interpreted and adopted in quite a di�erent way with respetto SRMA, and it was performed on a single transmission hannel as originally proposed, for wired LANs, inthe Carrier Sense Multiple Aess with Collision Avoidane (CSMA/CA) sheme by Colvin in 1983 [23℄. Theidea is to send a short request-to-send (RTS) frame (by applying the CSMA MAC hannel aess sheme)to the intended reeiver, before a data transmission. If the reeiver orretly reeives the RTS, then itimmediately responds with a lear-to-send (CTS), bak to the transmitter. In this way the double suessfultransmission of both RTS and CTS, should reserve the hannel (i.e. the ollision domain) between senderand reeiver against hidden transmitters.The priniple of this solution, modi�ed in opportune way, has been suessively adopted in the next yearsin many protools and standards. Collision avoidane based on RTS/CTS is an optional funtion inludedin urrent IEEE 802.11 DCF implementation.4.3.3 Multiple Aess Collision Avoidane (MACA)RTS/CTS was �rst introdued in wireless systems in the Multiple Aess Collision Avoidane (MACA)protool [47℄. MACA is a random-aess MAC protool, trying to solve the hidden terminal problem bymaking a step bak with respet to the arrier-sensing approah. In MACA, it was observed that the relevantontention is at the reeiver side, not at the sender's, suggesting that the arrier sensing approah at thetransmitter is not fully appropriate for the purpose of ollision avoidane. Carrier sensing at the senderwould provide information about potential ollisions at the sender, but not at the reeiver. Sine the arriersensing mehanism implemented on the transmitter-side annot ensure against hidden terminals, and leadsto exposed terminals, the radial proposal is to ignore arrier sensing before transmissions. The idea is tobet on the ontention of two really short frames, request-to-send (RTS) and lear-to-send (CTS), adopted toreserve the overage area (i.e. the ollision domain) between sender and reeiver before to send the DATAframe. Both RTS and CTS are 30 Bytes long, and ontain the information about the expeted duration ofthe hannel oupany for the following Data transmission. The main ritial assumption in this de�nition isthe perfet symmetry of links, i.e. (A detets B) , (B detets A). The transmitting node sends the RTS tothe reeiver as a broadast message. If the reeiver reeives the RTS, and it is not deferring due to a previousreservation, it immediately responds with the CTS, whih also ontains the information about the expetedduration of the hannel oupany. If a node di�erent from the sender reeives the CTS (that is meaningthat node is in the ritial range for the reeiver), then it would be informed about the transmission durationand it would niely enter the deferring phase for that interval. If the sender reeives the CTS it knows thatthe reeiver is within the transmission range, and the hannel should have been reserved suessfully. Thisindiates that the Data transmission ould start with a good probability to be suessful. All nodes reeiving17



the RTS, di�erent from the intended reeiver, ould listen to hear the CTS reply. If they are not reeivingthe CTS, they ould assume they are not in the ritial range of the reeiver (i.e. reeiver is not exposed),hene they ould start their own transmissions, inreasing in this way the spatial reuse of the hannel 1.This ould be onsidered a �rst solution for terminals "exposed" with respet to the sender's RTS. In thissheme, the aknowledgment based on�rmation (CTS) of the suess in the hannel apture is based on alower risk to waste hannel bandwidth, if a ollision ours, than the risk given by ollisions of two or morelong Data frames. If CTS is not reeived within a timeout period, the sender assumes a ollision ourred,and re-shedule a new RTS transmission by adopting a ontention ontrol sheme (Bako� protool), seesetion 4.3.4) to selet the "slot time" for the new RTS transmission. RTS and CTS are 30 Bytes long andtheir time duration de�nes the "slot time" for quantizing transmissions.Other solutions for ollision avoidane are based on the reversing of the RTS/CTS handshake. InMACA By Invitation (MACA-BI) [72℄ and in many Reeiver Initiated Multiple Aess (RIMA) versions[77℄, the RTS/CTS sheme is initiated by andidate reeivers sending Ready-to-Reeive (RTR) frames tothe neighbors. In this way the ollision avoidane sheme redues the overhead required in some senarios.4.3.4 The Bako� protoolThe Bako� protool is a ontention ontrol protool that is frequently assoiated with ontention-based,ollision avoidane, slotted aess shemes. We antiipate here its presentation, even if ollision resolutionand ontention ontrol protools will be desribed in next setions. Whenever a ollision is deteted by thesender (e.g. missing Ak or missing CTS) this event an be onsidered an indiation of a high ontentionlevel in the hannel. A time-spreading and randomization of re-transmission attempts is required to reduethe ontention, and to avoid new ollisions due to the hoie of the same slot. The Bako� sheme realizesthe adaptive ontention redution based on the experiene of ollisions for a frame transmission. For everynew frame transmission, the Bako� sheme is re-started. The �rst transmission attempt is performed inone of the next slots seleted with pseudo-random uniform distribution in the interval [0::CW Size min�1℄,where CW Size min is an integer value. The CW Size is inreased after eah ollision, up to a maximumvalue CW Size MAX , and redued to the minimum CW Size min after a suessful transmission. In theBako� protool that was de�ned in MACA, the CW Size is doubled after every ollision (i.e. a BinaryExponential Bako�, BEB), CW Size min = 2 and CW Size max = 64.4.3.5 MACA for WirelessMACA for Wireless (MACAW) [5℄ is a modi�ed version of MACA, where the new wireless senario's assump-tions still play an important role. Note that MAC protools should deliver high network utilization togetherwith fair aess to every node (i.e. no "one node takes all" solution). In [5℄ the unfairness problem of BEBwas desribed: loal experiene of ollisions from one sender ould make it reahing high CW Size, while1Note that �nal aknowledgments after the Data transmission are not expeted on the sender in this protool18



other senders ould keep winning the ontention within CW Size min slots. The suggested solution to thisproblem was to insert in the frame header the CW Size information: every node reeiving the paket wouldopy loally the CW Size value, by obtaining a more fair aess distribution. Multipliative inrease andlinear derease (MILD) algorithm was applied to CW Size and was suggested to avoid wild utuations.Also, the onept of "stream-oriented" fairness, instead of station-oriented fairness, was taken into aountin [5℄. Imagine two ontending stations: the �rst one with a single frame queue, and the seond one withmany frame queues oming from many di�erent running appliations. The "ontention pressure" given bythe MAC protools of the two stations is the same, even if the "ows pressure" is not fair. The idea was toadopt one bako� queue per stream with loal sheduling and resolution of virtual ollision of frames withinthe loal station. In this way the density of aesses on the hannel is not the same for all the stations, but isa funtion of virtual ontention among ows inside eah station. Reently, this idea has been onsidered inthe IEEE 802.11e de�nition, leading to a distributed implementation of di�erentiated aesses to the hannelfor ows with di�erent priority levels. New speial frames DS and RRTS were de�ned in MACAW to proposesolutions for the synhronization problems and for making the reeiver able to ontend for bandwidth even inthe presene of ongestion [5℄. Some optimizations of the Binary Exponential Bako� (BEB) and CW Size-opying algorithm have been proposed: i) based on the observation that the "opying" algorithm works wellonly in uniform ontention senarios, and ii) based on the assumption to know the motivation for RTS andCTS problems, if any. This protool introdued for the �rst time the assumption that hannel ontention inwireless senarios is loation dependent, and some kind of "olletive enterprise" should be adopted in orderto alloate the media aess fairly. The MAC protool should propagate ontention information, instead ofassuming every node is able to disover suh information on a loal basis. Finally, the MAC protool shouldpropagate synhronization information about ontention periods, in order to allow every devie to ontendin e�etive way, e.g. by exploiting ontention initiated on the reeiver side (RRTS).In MACAW, by following the suggestion oming by Tobagi and Kleinrok [75℄, Appletalk [67℄ and theearly IEEE 802.11 working groups, immediate aknowledgment is introdued after the RTS-CTS-DATAexhange of information at the MAC-Logial Link Control sub-layer. In this way, if RTS-CTS-DATA-ACKfails, immediate retransmission at the link layer an be performed if the frame was not orretly reeivedfor some reason. This ondition is assumed by the sender if the ACK is not reeived, even if the CTSwas reeived. This improves many network and user performane indies with respet to a transport-layerre-transmission management, due to the harateristis of the wireless senario (mainly the high risk ofbit error and interferene). The immediate ACK from the reeiver to omplete the transmission sequenemakes the sender ating as reeiver during the RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK transmission sheme. The solutionproposed in MACA for eliminating exposed terminals is now a drawbak for MACAW, beause onurrenttransmitters ould interfere with the reeption of ACKs. This limits the spatial reuse of the hannel thatwas obtained by the RTS/CTS poliy in MACA (i.e. a sender transmits anyway, if it was reeiving anothersender's RTS but not the orresponding CTS). MACA and MACAW are not based on the arrier sensing19



ativity at the transmitter before the transmission of the RTS. Also, at least a double propagation-delaytime of idle-hannel spae should be required between the hannel beoming idle and the RTS transmission,in order to allow for the full reeption of ACKs [5℄.4.3.6 Floor Aquisition Multiple Aess (FAMA)Floor Aquisition Multiple Aess (FAMA) [30, 29℄ is a re�nement of MACA and MACAW with the intro-dution of i) arrier sensing on both senders and reeivers, before and after every transmission, in order toaquire additional information on the hannel apture, ii) non-persistene in the CSMA aess sheme (ifthe hannel is found to be busy, a random wait is performed before a new arrier sensing), iii) lower boundof the size for RTSs and CTSs based on worst ase assumptions on the propagation delays and proessingtime, iv) RTS size shorter than CTS (CTS dominane) to avoid hidden ollisions among RTS and CTS. Itis worth noting that, from MACAW on, the frame transmission is onsidered omplete when the RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK is ompleted. The need for ACK reeption on the sender to omplete the handshake implythat both reeiver and sender must be proteted against hidden terminals (as mentioned before, the maindrawbak of hidden terminals is the ollision that may happen on a terminal ating as a reeiver).Sine ollision detetion is not pratial in (single hannel) wireless senarios, in FAMA the arrier sensingapproah is extended to both sender (for RTS) and reeiver (for CTS). Sender and reeiver aim to reservethe "oor" around them, in order to protet the DATA reeption on the reeiver, and the ACK reeption onthe sender, against their respetive hidden terminals. This onservative approah may give a redution oflong ollisions and link layer transmission delays, hene a better utilization of sare resoures like hannelbandwidth and battery energy. In [29℄ the demonstration of suÆient onditions to lead RTS/CTS exhangea "oor" aquisition strategy is provided (with and without arrier sensing).4.3.7 Analysis of Collision Avoidane shemesTo summarize, the RTS/CTS mehanism has many interesting features and a ouple of drawbaks.Let us desribe �rst the RTS/CTS interesting features: its adoption guarantees in most ases the trans-mission will be worthwhile beause a suessful RTS/CTS handshake ensures: i) the sender suessfullyaptured the hannel in its loal range of onnetivity, ii) the reeiver is ative, iii) the reeiver reservedthe hannel in its loal range of onnetivity (not neessarily the same area of the sender) and it is readyand able to reeive data from the sender, iv) the RTS/CTS exhange would allow the sender and reeiver totune their transmission power in adaptive way (hene, by saving energy and reduing interferene). Reentstudies shown that the RTS/CTS problem would be not so heavy as the amount of work on this topi wouldlet people think [83℄. On the other hand, as a onservative approah, the RTS/CTS solution is the basisfor many researh proposals. Spei�ally, RTS/CTS exhange ould be onsidered as a milestone for MACin wireless multi-hop senarios, like MANETs. Ongoing ativities are based on the adoption of diretionalantennas to implement diretional ollision avoidane shemes. The idea is to adopt diretional antenna20



beams to reserve the hannel over small area setors between sender and reeiver. In this way, less energyan be used and more spatial reuse of hannel an be obtained. Diretional MAC protools and diretionalollision avoidane shemes are ongoing researh ativities.Turning our attention to RTS/CTS drawbaks, the �rst drawbak is that in ideal onditions (i.e. whenthe ontention and interferene senario is trivial), the additional transmissions of RTS and CTS frames forany data frame to be sent, would require additional bandwidth and energy than the stritly suÆient amount.One possible solution to this drawbak, adopted in IEEE 802.11 networks, is to set a RTS=CTS thresholdde�ning the lower size of frames that require the adoption of RTS/CTS exhange. If at least one transmitterneeds to send a long frame, whose size exeeds the RTS/CTS threshold, then a RTS message would beadopted to avoid a long-ollision risk. If RTS/CTS overhead is not onsidered worthwhile, then the possibleollision would not be exeeding the pre-de�ned threshold. With this sheme, the RTS/CTS goal is twofold:i) a hannel reservation is performed to ontrast hidden terminals, and ii) long ollisions an be avoided.The seond drawbak is given by a set of worst ase senarios where the adoption of RTS/CTS would notguarantee the suessful transmission, due to ollisions among RTSs and CTSs, and due to the harateristisof interferene and propagation of wireless signals [83℄. For a desription of suh worst ase senarios,see e.g. [68, 30, 5, 83℄. In [83℄, the analytial and simulation-based evaluation of the RTS/CTS solutionfor ad ho networks has been performed, by assuming IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC protool. The relevantontribution in this work is given by the analytial investigation of transmission ranges, detetion rangesand interferene ranges (in open spae) by assuming a two-way ground reetion propagation model [61℄.Another important issue being onsidered is the di�erene existing between the reeption (or detetion)thresholds and the interferene threshold in urrent wireless network interfaes [83℄. The analysis shownthat RTS/CTS handshake would leave a onsistent area around the reeivers where potential transmittersmay not reeive any RTS or CTS. Suh potential transmitters would not ativate their "deferring phases" (i.e.Virtual Carrier Sensing). The interferene generated by suh transmitters would be suÆient to generateollisions on the reeivers despite they suessfully exhanged RTS/CTS [83℄. The proposed solution toenhane the RTS/CTS sheme was the Conservative CTS-Reply (CCR) sheme: a quite simple modi�ationof the standard RTS/CTS solution. A onservative RTS threshold power level is de�ned that should bereahed by the RTS signal on the reeiver side, in order to allow the reeiver to send the CTS bak [83℄.With this assumption, data exhange is ativated only if the transmitter is reeived with high power, andapture e�et is probable despite interferenes.4.4 Collision Resolution protoolsThe IEEE 802.11 DCF taken as a referene in this hapter is based on a slotted CSMA/CA MAC protool.The slot size is kept as low as possible, and it is de�ned as a funtion of i) the maximum propagation delayin the ollision domain, and ii) the time required to swith the Network Interfae from arrier sensing totransmission phases. While the Collision Avoidane sheme tries to redue the risk of a ollision aused21



by hidden terminals, the ontention ontrol and ollision resolution shemes (whih may be onsidered asseondary omponents of the ollision avoidane) are de�ned in order to redue the risk of a new ollisionafter a previous one.In the following we will onsider only ollisions aused by the seletion of the same transmission sloton behalf of more than one transmitter in the range of the reeiver. We assume that Collision Avoidane(RTS-CTS) was performed in bakground.The ollisions beome more probable if the number of users waiting for transmission on a given ollisiondomain is high, i.e. if the hannel ontention is high. The ollision resolution protools an be de�ned,similarly to the ontention ontrol protools, to redue the probability of ollision as low as possible, inadaptive way, with respet to the variable load in the ollision domain.Tree based ollision resolution mehanisms have been suggested in [15, 76℄. A good survey of suhprotools an be found in [45, 34℄, and in the related bibliography. The set of k ontending nodes isassumed to belong to the initial set S0: every node randomly selets one slot for transmission among thenext R slots (with �xed integer R), alled a "round" or a "ontention frame". Whenever the feedbakinformation indiating a ollision is pereived, all the olliding nodes randomly split in two or more subsets.Every subset will try a new re-transmission in a separate subset of R slots (i.e. separate rounds), henereduing the ontention. Further splitting is performed after every new ollision, originating a tree-likestruture of subsets, giving the name to this mehanism. The main problem with tree based shemes is toadapt parameters like the number of slots R in eah round, and the number of splitted subsets, in orderto maximize the hannel utilization, and to minimize the energy onsumption and the ollision resolutiondelay. Di�erent assumptions about the amount of information pereived by the ollisions were used to de�nemany tree based shemes. As an example, by assuming to detet the number of olliding nodes by theresidual energy deteted, the round length R ould be tuned in adaptive way [49, 36℄. In Neighborhood-Aware Contention Resolution protool (NCR) [4℄, some ontention resolution protools were based on theassumption that every node knows the IDs of neighbors within two-hops. Suh assumptions are quite strong,and in general, ollision resolution shemes have not been onsidered as a pratial hoie in IEEE 802.11WLANs and MANETs, based on the CSMA/CA with ontention ontrol protool.Under light load onditions, ollision avoidane and ollision resolution protools ahieve the same averagethroughput of FAMA protools [34℄. A good desription and omparison of ollision avoidane and ollisionresolution shemes like ICRMA, RAMA, TRAMA, DQRUMA, DQRAP and CARMA an be found in [34℄.4.5 Contention ontrol in IEEE 802.11 DCFIn previous setions, the reader should have reahed a suÆient bakground to begin the analysis of theIEEE 802.11 DCF ontention ontrol and ollision reation.The DCF aess method is based on a CSMA/CA MAC protool. This protool requires that everystation, before transmitting, performs a Carrier Sensing ativity to determine the state of the hannel (idle22



or busy). This allows eah station to evaluate the opportunity to start a transmission without interferingwith any other ongoing transmission. If the medium is found to be idle for an interval that exeeds theDistributed InterFrame Spae (DIFS), the station ontinues with its Collision Avoidane aess sheme. Ifthe medium is busy, the transmission is deferred until the ongoing transmission terminates, then after theDIFS, a Collision Avoidane mehanism is adopted.The IEEE 802.11 Collision Avoidane mehanism is based on the (optional) RTS/CTS exhange.Positive aknowledgements are employed to asertain a suessful transmission. This is aomplished bythe reeiver (immediately following the reeption of the data frame) whih initiates the transmission of anaknowledgement frame (ACK) after a time interval Short Inter Frame Spae (SIFS), whih is less than theDIFS (see �gure 1).When a ollision ours, this event is onsidered as an indiation of a high level of ontention for thehannel aess in bako� protools. The reation to the high ontention level that aused the ollision isobtained with a variable time-spreading of the sheduling of next aesses. Hene, a ontention based MACprotool is subjet to a hannel waste aused both from ollisions and from the idle periods introduedby the time-spreading of aesses (i.e. idle slots). As the redution of the idle periods generally produesan inrease in the number of ollisions, to maximize the hannel and energy utilization the MAC protoolshould balane these two oniting osts [11, 10, 14, 33℄. Sine these osts hange dynamially, dependingon the network load, and on the number of mobile users, the MAC protool should be made adaptive to theontention level of the ollision domain [19, 33, 41℄.The distributed ollision reation in IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA is based on a ontention ontrol shemerealized by the Binary Exponential Bako� protool [31, 39, 41℄. The ontention ontrol an be de�ned asthe problem to make the probability of ollision as low as possible, in adaptive way, with respet to thevariable load in the ollision domain. Bako� protools have been already skethed with the desription ofthe bako� protool introdued by MACA in setion 4.3.4.4.5.1 The Binary Exponential Bako� (BEB) protoolBy assuming that a ollision ourred due to the seletion of the same slot by at least two ontending MHs, abako� protool is adopted to ontrol the ontention level, by exploiting the frame history regarding suessesor ollisions [41℄. Spei�ally, given the system assumptions, eah user is not assumed to have any knowledgeabout other users' suesses or ollisions, or even about the number of users in the system.The objetives of the bako� sheme are: i) a distribution (the most uniform as possible) of the trans-mission attempts over a variable-sized time window, and ii) small aess delay under light load onditions.Aording to this mehanism, a station selets a random interval, named bako� interval, that is used to ini-tialize a bako� ounter. When, the hannel is idle the time is measured in onstant-length units (Slot T ime)indiated as "slots" in the following. The bako� ounter is dereased as long as the hannel is sensed idlefor a Slot T ime, stopped when a transmission is deteted on the hannel, and reativated when the hannel23



is sensed idle again for more than a DIFS. A station transmits as soon as its bako� ounter reahes thevalue zero. The bako� interval is an integer number of slots and its value is uniformly hosen in the interval(0; CW Size� 1), where CW Size is, in eah station, a loal parameter that de�nes the urrent ContentionWindow size. Spei�ally, the bako� value is de�ned by the following expression [31℄:Bakoff Counter(CW Size) = int(Rnd() � CW Size) ,where Rnd() is a funtion whih returns pseudo-random numbers uniformly distributed in [0::1℄. The BinaryExponential Bako� is haraterized by the expression that gives the dependeny of the CW Size parameterby the number of unsuessful transmission attempts (Num Att) already performed for a given frame. In [31℄it is de�ned that the �rst transmission attempt for a given frame is performed by adopting CW Size equalto the minimum value CW Size min (assuming low ontention). After eah unsuessful (re)transmissionof the same frame, the station doubles CW Size until it reahes the maximal value �xed by the standard,i.e. CW Size MAX , as follows:CW Size(Num Att) =min(CW Size MAX;CW Size min � 2Num Att�1):where Num Att (starting from the value 1) is the ounter of the transmission attempts. When the transmis-sion of a given frame is suessful, then the mehanism is re-started by assigning Num Att = 1, even if a newframe is ready for transmission. In this way there is no a "memory e�et" of the ontention level pereivedfor a given frame, in suessive transmissions. The CW Size min = [16; 32℄ and CW Size MAX = 1024in IEEE 802.11 DCF [31℄. If the �xed maximum number of transmission attempts is reahed, for a givenframe, a "link failure" is indiated to the upper layers.Analytial investigation of stability and harateristis of various Bako� shemes have been presentedin [33, 35, 39, 41℄.4.5.2 Analysis of IEEE 802.11 ontention ontrolThe inrease of the CW Size parameter value after a ollision is the reation that the 802.11 standard DCFprovides to make the aess mehanism adaptive to hannel onditions. By analysing via simulation thebehavior of the 802.11 DCF mehanism, under various ontention levels (i.e. the number of ative stationswith ontinuous transmission requirements), some problems ould be identi�ed. Figure 6 shows simulationdata regarding the hannel utilization of a standard 802.11 system running in DCF mode, with respetto the ontention level, i.e. the number of ative stations with ontinuous transmission requirements. Theparameters adopted in the simulation, presented in Table 1, refer to the Frequeny Hopping Spread Spetrumimplementation 2 [31℄. The RTS/CTS mehanism is o�, and a single stati ollision domain is assumed toapture the ontention e�et.2The payload-size parameter is a simulation fator with average values 2.5 slots (� 32 Bytes), 50 slots (� 600Bytes) and 100 slots (� 1250 Bytes) 24



Table 1: System's physial parameters (FHSS implementation)Parameter ValueNumber of Stations (M) variable from 2 to 200CW Size min 16CW Size MAX 1024Channel transmission rate 2 Mb/sPayload size Geometri distribution (variable)Aknowledgement size 200�Se (50 Bytes)Header size 136�Se (34 Bytes)SlotTime 50�SeSIFS 28�SeDIFS 128�SePropagation time < 1�SeFigure 6: Channel utilization of the IEEE 802.11 DCF with variable ontention level
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Spei�ally, the �gure 6 shows that the hannel utilization is negatively a�eted by the inrease in theontention level. These results an be explained as, in the IEEE 802.11 bako� algorithm, a station seletsthe initial size of the Contention Window by assuming a low level of ontention in the system. This hoieavoids long aess delays when the load is light. Unfortunately, this hoie auses eÆieny problems in burst-arrival senarios, and in ongested systems, beause it onentrates the aesses in a small time window,hene ausing a high ollision probability. In high-ontention onditions eah station reats to the ontentionon the basis of the ollisions so far experiened while transmitting a given frame. Every station performs itsattempts blindly, with respet to the ontention level, with a late ollision reation performed (by inreasingCW Size). The number of ollisions so far experiened is reeted in the size of the CW Size, and anbe onsidered a loal estimate of the ontention level. Eah inrease of the CW Size is obtained by payingthe ost of a ollision. It is worth noting that, as a ollision detetion mehanism is not implemented in theIEEE 802.11, a ollision implies that the hannel is not available for the time required to transmit the longestolliding frame. The arrier sensing protets the vulnerability of frames, but does not give any preliminaryindiation about the ontention level. Furthermore, after a suessful transmission the CW Size is set again25



to the minimum value without maintaining any knowledge of the urrent ontention level estimate. Tosummarize the IEEE 802.11 bako� mehanism has two main drawbaks: i) the inrease of the CW Sizeis obtained by paying the ost of many ollisions, ii) eah ollision does not provide a signi�ant indiationof the atual ontention level, due to stohasti variability in the slot seletion3, and iii) after a suessfultransmission no state information indiating the atual ontention level is maintained.Several authors have investigated the enhanement of the IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC protool to inreaseits performane when it is used in WLANs (i.e. a typial single ollision domain) and MANETs (i.e. multi-hop ollision domains) [86℄. Unfortunately, in a real senario, a station does not have an exat knowledge ofthe network and load on�gurations but, at most, an estimate it. In [20, 26℄, via a performane analysis,it has been studied the tuning of the Standard's parameters. In [7, 81℄, solutions have been proposedfor ahieving a more uniform distribution of the aesses in the Binary Exponential Bako� sheme. Themost promising diretion for improving bako� protools is to obtain the network status through hannelobservation [37, 40, 9℄. A great amount of work has been done to study the information that an be obtainedby observing the system's parameters [35, 62, 79℄. For the IEEE 802.11 MAC protool, some authors haveproposed an adaptive ontrol of the network ongestion by investigating the number of users in the system[7, 13, 14℄. This investigation would be time-expensive, hene diÆult to obtain and subjet to signi�anterrors, espeially in high ontention situations [13℄.In [9℄ a simple mehanism, named Distributed Contention Control (DCC) was proposed to exploit theinformation obtained by the arrier sensing mehanism as a preliminary ontention level estimation, to beadopted in the ontention ontrol mehanism. The slot utilization observed during the arrier sensing phases(i.e. the ratio of non-empty slots observed during the bako�) has been demonstrated to be a better indiatorof the ontention level than the single ollision events. In [9℄, the slot utilization estimate was proposed tobe adopted in a probabilisti mehanism (DCC) extending the bako� protool. The DCC mehanism deferssheduled transmissions in adaptive way, on the basis of the loal ontention level estimate and loal priorityparameters (with no need for priority-negotiations). Implementation details of DCC, stability analysis andperformane results an be found in [9℄.The Asymptotially Optimal Bako� (AOB) mehanism proposed in [11℄ tunes the bako� parametersto the network ontention level by using two simple and low-ost estimates (as they are obtained by theinformation provided by the arrier sensing mehanism): the slot utilization, and the average size of trans-mitted frames. AOB is based on the results derived by exploiting the analytial model of the IEEE 802.11protool presented in [14℄, and the enhanement of the Distributed Contention Control (DCC) mehanismpresented in [9℄. In [11℄ it was shown that, for any average length of the transmitted frames, it exists a valuefor the slot utilization that maximizes the protool apaity, indiated as optimal slot utilization. In addition,in [11℄ the analytial model presented in [14℄ has been extended to show that the optimal value for the slotutilization is almost independent on the ontention level and the network on�guration (i.e. the number3Collisions ould our even with few stations, so the ontention indiation obtained ould be overestimated.26



of ative stations). This fat is really important beause it would relax the need to estimate the numberof users in the system, by simply estimating the slot utilization. Moreover, a simple de�nition of a tuningfuntion that is adopted in the AOB mehanism to ontrol the hannel ontention in ongested senarios isde�ned in [11℄. AOB, by exploiting a rough and low ost estimate of the average size of transmitted frames,guarantees that the hannel utilization onverges to the optimal value when the network is ongested, andno overheads are introdued in a low ontention senario. To ahieve this goal, AOB shedules the frames'transmission aording to the IEEE 802.11 bako� algorithm but adds an additional level of ontrol beforea transmission is enabled. Spei�ally, a transmission already enabled by the standard bako� algorithmis postponed by AOB in a probabilisti way. The probability to postpone a transmission depends on thenetwork ongestion level, and it is equal to one if the hannel utilization tends to exeed the optimal valuefor the slot utilization. The postponed transmission is resheduled as in the ase of a ollision, i.e., thetransmission is delayed of a further bako� interval, as if a virtual ollision ourred. This simple feedbakmehanism ould be implemented to extend the Standard IEEE 802.11 ontention ontrol without any ad-ditional hardware required, and onverges to the near-to-optimal hannel utilization. Additional interestingfeatures of the AOB mehanism are given by the de�nition of a priority-based ontention ontrol withoutnegotiations required, good stability, and good tolerane to estimation errors. More details about thesepoints an be found in [9℄ and in [11℄.4.6 Contention and CA of multi-hop ows at the MAC layerAnother MAC ontention problem is the "Self-Contention" problem arising in IEEE 802.11MANETs betweenmulti-hop ows of frames sharing a ommon area of transmission (i.e. the same ollision domain). Thisproblem has been marginally addressed at the MAC layer in the literature [87℄, while some proposals aredoumented at the higher layers, e.g. inter-stream ontention in transport [57℄ and routing layers [24℄, intra-stream ontention at the link layer [28℄ and transport layer [71℄. The problem is due to the unawarenessof the generalized MAC protools (e.g. like in IEEE 802.11) with respet to the transport layer session,and multi-hop ows, a MAC frame belongs to. As a result, MAC frames related to IP pakets belongingto the same transport ows (both IPsender-to-IPreeiver and vie versa) may ontend for the loal hannelresoure without any synhronization, inreasing the risk of ollision and end-to-end delay. This problemmay result in low goodput at the transport layer, when multi-hop ommuniation is given at the MAC layer(like in MANETs).Aordingly with [87℄, we de�ne a TCP stream as a sequene of IP pakets routed from the transportlayer IP soure to IP destination. A TCP onnetion typially onsists of a ouple of streams: the Datapakets from the soure to destination (StoD stream), and the Ak pakets from the destination to thesoure (DtoS stream). Every MAC frame (e.g. Dk) enapsulating a (portion of) IP paket whih belongsto a TCP stream is forwarded in the hain of intermediate reeivers by using the RTS-CTS-DATA-ACKdouble handshake (the handshake is not shown for any Dk and Akj in �gure 7 for readability). MAC27



Figure 7: Self-ontention of MAC frames
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frames are subjet to two types of self-ontention at the MAC layer: intra-stream and inter-stream self-ontention. Intra-stream self-ontention is determined by MAC frames belonging to the same TCP stream:if an intermediate reeiver IR(x) (i.e. the x-th node in the multi-hop hain at the MAC layer) reeives a MACframe Dk�1 by the IR(x�1), it would need to forward that frame to the next intermediate reeiver IR(x+1)by ontending for a new hannel aess. This new hannel aess for Dk by IR(x) would ontend for theloal hannel with any frame Dk�1 and Dk+1 belonging to the same TCP stream (intra-stream) to be sentby neighbor IRs (see �gure 7). In most ases, the transport layer implements reliable end-to-end onnetion(e.g. as it happens with TCP, R-TCP, R-UDP). This implies that a DtoS stream of aknowledgmentswould be usually transmitted on a reverse routing path of the StoD stream of Data frames (see �gure 7).Inter-stream self-ontention at the node x is thus determined by the loal ontention of the Ak framesoming from IR(x+ 1) to IR(x) (Akj in the DtoS stream), with the Data frames going from IR(x� 1) toIR(x) (Dk�1 in the StoD stream). The lak of any synhronization mehanism at the MAC layer for the(many) opposite streams is the ause for ontention problems in multi-hop ommuniation, resulting in theinreasing end-to-end delays and ollision rates. Any synhronization sheme would be required to adoptdynami sheduling poliies, given the highly variable set of parameters in suh senarios (node mobility,variable transmission power, node topology and routing, variable loads). On the other hand, self-ontentionis a MAC layer problem, and a distributed aess sheme like IEEE 802.11 DCF would be devoted to solvethis kind of problem, by leaving untouhed the upper layers, if possible [87℄. In [87℄, two solutions havebeen skethed: quik-exhange and fast-forward. The quik-exhange solution is designed to alleviate theinter-stream self-ontention: the idea is to exploit the hannel apture obtained by a StoD stream frame Dkfrom IR(x) to IR(x + 1), to piggybak also possible DtoS stream Akj frames from IR(x + 1) to IR(x).In this way a new hannel apture is not required and one the hannel is aptured by the sender and/orthe reeiver, the hannel is not released sine both streams' transmissions have been performed. The fast-forward solution works in the diretion of favouring the multi-hop transmission of intra-stream frames: theidea is to reate a hybrid MAC-layer aknowledgment frame for MAC Data frames (not to be onfused withtransport layer Aks shown in the �gure). Hybrid-Aks transmitted by IR(x) to IR(x � 1) would workas impliit RTS towards the IR(x + 1) for the urrent MAC Data frame. The hybrid-ACK sent by IR(x)would be a broadast frame (like RTS) with additional information to identify the intended reeiver of its28



\aknowledgement" interpretation IR(x�1), and the intended reeiver of its \RTS" interpretation IR(x+1).Nodes reeiving the hybrid-ACK would interpret it as a RTS request oming from IR(x), and they wouldset their virtual arrier sensing aordingly. Investigation of suh mehanisms and proposals are urrentlyongoing ativities.5 Power saving protoolsWireless networks are typially viewed as bandwidth-onstrained relative to wired networks. However, forthe portion of a wireless network onsisting of battery-powered mobile nodes, a �nite energy apaity may bethe most signi�ant bottlenek, and its utilization should be viewed as a primary network ontrol parameter[3, 44, 51, 55, 64, 82℄. Moreover, projetions on the expeted progress in battery tehnology shown thatonly a 20% improvement in the battery apaity is likely to our over the next 10 years [66℄. If the batteryapaity annot be improved, it is vital that energy utilization is managed eÆiently by identifying any wayto use less power preferably with no impat on the appliations, on the management eÆieny and on theresoures' utilization.Base stations may typially be assumed to be power-rih, whereas the mobiles they serve may be power-onstrained. Thus, this asymmetry should be aounted for in the network protool design at all levels,o�oading omplexity from the mobiles to the base stations as muh as possible. Again, the problem maybe more diÆult in MANETs as the entire network may be energy-onstrained: protool omplexity mustbe uniformly distributed throughout the network, and kept as low as possible.Minimizing energy usage impats protool design at all levels of network ontrol, inluding the MAClayer [3, 55, 82℄. Due to the harateristis of wireless transmissions and wireless devies, the radio andnetwork interfae ativities are among some of the most power onsuming operations to perform [55, 70℄. Tosave energy, most naturally one thinks of minimizing the "on" time of network interfaes, i.e. swithing theNI in sleep mode [70℄. On the other hand, in WLAN and MANET senarios, portable devies often need totransmit and reeive data, required both by appliations and by distributed and ooperative management.Tehniques based on synhronized sleep periods are relatively easy to employ in systems where the systemoverage area is "entrally" ontrolled by a given base station, as in infrastruture WLANs. However, insystems relying on asynhronous, distributed ontrol algorithms at all network layers (inluding MAC) suhas in MANETs, partiipation in the ontrol algorithms prohibits usage of simple stati shedules, and moresophistiated methods are required.Several studies have been arried out in order to de�ne mehanisms, system arhitetures and softwarestrategies useful for Power Saving (PS) and energy onservation in wireless LANs [3, 55℄. Transmitter PowerControl strategies to minimize power onsumption, mitigating interferene and inreasing the ell apaityhave been proposed, and the design aspets of power-sensitive wireless network arhitetures have beeninvestigated [3, 64, 88℄. The impat of network tehnologies and interfaes on power onsumption has beeninvestigated in depth in [70, 17℄. The power saving features of the emerging standards for wireless LANs29



have been analysed in [82, 17℄.Multidimensional tradeo�s between energy usage and various performane riteria exist. One may hooseto burn more energy to derease lateny, inrease throughput, ahieve a higher level of QoS support, or tosave energy by mitigating interferene, or some ombination thereof [10, 11, 12, 14℄. From an energy-usageperspetive, it may be better to be less spetrally eÆient, e.g. by adopting separate signalling hannels.The adaptive behavior of the MAC protool an best be aomplished by integrating the multiple aessfuntion with information provided by lower and higher levels in the protool stak (e.g. user pro�le in-formation, battery level indiation, hannel traking information). Again, the MANETs and the multi-hopsenario is onsidered one of the most hallenging senarios under these viewpoints.In infrastruture network and in reservation-based aess sheme the power saving topi is still onsideredan hot topi by researhers, even if many assumptions are less ritial. For this reason we will mainly illustratethe distributed ontention based approah, and proposed solutions that may be applied to IEEE 802.11 DCFsystems. In this setion we present some of the power saving strategies at the MAC level. Spei�ally, wefous on the distributed, ontention based aess for WLANs and MANETs, and on the Carrier SenseMultiple Aess with Collision Avoidane (CSMA/CA) aess mehanism adopted in the IEEE 802.11 DCFStandard [31℄.6 Power Saving solutions at the MAC layerThree ategories of solutions for power saving and energy onservation have been onsidered at the MAClayer in MANETs and WLANs: transmission power ontrol, low-power sleep management, power awareontention ontrol.Transmission power ontrol: the idea behind power ontrol is to use the minimum transmission powerrequired for orret reeption on the destination. Given the positive aknowledgment required to omplete aframe transmission in CSMA/CA shemes, the transmission power ontrol must be onsidered on both sides:sender-to-reeiver and vie versa. Transmission power ontrol strongly impats fators like bit error rates,transmission bitrate, network topology and node onnetivity (i.e. node density related to the ontentionlevel). Solutions have been proposed to deal with power ontrol and its inuene at the link layer todetermine network topology properties [42, 60, 80, 43℄. Also, network throughput an be inuened bypower ontrol, beause of the di�erenes in the frequeny re-use, and in the spatial re-use of hannels [52℄.When transmitters use less power to reah the destination node, the ollision domains are limited, andmultiple transmissions ould be performed in parallel, whose ollision domains have no intersetion [43, 52℄.Limited ollision domains would allow the same hannel (i.e. frequeny band) to be used among multipledisjoint ollision domains. This is an important result in multi-hop wireless networks [52℄. On the otherhand, a high transmission power may also ontribute to maintain high Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) resultingin high bitrate oding tehniques exploited on a wide-range area. The drawbak is that high transmissionpower would also ontribute to inrease the in-band interferene among signals, resulting in low Signal-to-30



Interferene-and-Noise ratio (SINR), low bit-rates oding tehniques and high bit error rate (BER).Low-Power sleep mode: many wireless devies support a low-power sleep or doze mode, as the opposite ofative mode. The sleep mode is onsidered also in the IEEE 802.11 standard as a way to redue the energydrain of network interfaes (NIs). Many investigations of the wireless network interfae onsumption shownthat a signi�ant amount of energy onsumed in a wireless node is due to the wireless network interfaeativity . Many levels of power onsumption an be identi�ed, depending on the NI's state [17℄. Theative mode for NIs inludes the transmission, reeption and arrier sensing phases. When the NI is in thetransmission phases, the amount of energy onsumed is signi�ant (in the order of mW). In arrier sensingand in reeption phases, the amount of energy onsumed is lower than in the transmission phases, but itis still signi�ant. In many urrent devies, the transmission phases an be onsidered at least twie morepower-onsuming than the reeption (and arrier sensing) phases [70, 17℄. In doze or sleep phases the NI'senergy onsumption is limited to the minimum (both arrier sensing and radio omponents are swithed o�),and the energy drain is orders of magnitude lower than in ative states [17℄. These observations indiatethat in order to redue the energy onsumption by the NI, it would be useful to redue the whole timethe NI is in ative state, i.e. in Carrier Sensing, reeption or transmission phases. When ommuniationis not expeted from/to a given node, it ould swith the NI in sleep mode to save energy. Unfortunately,most NIs require a signi�ant time (many miroseonds) and a burst of energy to swith bak from sleep toative state. This is the reason why it would not be always onvenient to swith the NI in idle state as soonas the hannel is idle for a short time. The sleep time management has been onsidered in many researhproposals. The main hallenges are given by the need for ontinuous arrier sensing to realize the MACprotool funtions, and the need to reeive asynhronous frames, whih ould be sent while the reeiver's NIis sleeping. Keeping the NI in the doze state also limits the neighbors' disovery and neighbors' informationmaintenane on the basis of many protools. In infrastruture networks, the NIs wake up periodially tohek for bu�ered pakets on the AP, or to reeive beaon frames [78, 82, 68, 22, 55℄. This entralizedsheme gives also the advantage that many transmissions and reeptions an be lustered as ontiguous,by inreasing the average duration of sleep phases, and by reduing the rate of state swithes [17℄. ManyMAC protools for infrastruture networks have been ompared under the power saving viewpoint in [17℄.The sleep-synhronization sheme may be quite ompliated in multi-hop networks, as we will see below.Reently, solutions have been proposed to swith o� the network interfae of wireless devies by exploitingdynami, luster-based infrastrutures among peer nodes. Other solutions exploit information derived fromthe appliation layer (e.g. user think times in interative appliations [2℄).Power aware Collision Avoidane and Contention Control: previous disussion about these topis hasillustrated the need to adapt aess delays and the risk of ollisions. Advantages obtained by the optimaltuning of the ontention ontrol and ollision avoidane under the hannel utilization viewpoint ould bereeted also in the redution of energy wasted on ollisions and arrier sensing, e.g. [10, 17℄.The Power Aware Routing topi is out of the sope of this hapter, being loated at the Network layer.31



The main solutions onsidered at this level are based on the �ltering of forwarding nodes on the basis ofthe remaining energy and transmission power redution [38℄. This approah is ited in this ontext sine itmay be onsidered as a power saving poliy to be onsidered for possible multi-hop forwarding tehniquesat the MAC layer, and in ross-layer hybrid solutions for routing at the MAC layer. Many other solutions,e.g. SPAN [18℄, GAF [84℄, AFECA [85℄, to guarantee a substantial degree of network onnetivity (at thenetwork layer) are based on the dynami eletion of oordinator nodes, based on loal and global informationlike energy, GPS position, mobility and degree information (i.e. node density). Suh hoies have e�et onthe MAC and Physial layers sine only oordinator nodes never sleep and try to adjust their transmissionpower in order to maintain a fully onneted network. In this way the ontention for hannel aess an beontrolled beause a redued number of hosts try to forward frames in the high density areas. The problem ofthe "broadast storm" in the ooding-based solutions for routing is similar to the "self-ontention" problemof multi-hop frame-ows in wireless broadast hannels, onsidered in previous setions.6.1 The MAC ontention under the power saving viewpointFor ontention-based MACs like the CSMA/CA protools, the amount of power onsumed by transmissionsis negatively a�eted by the ongestion level of the network. By inreasing the ongestion level, a onsid-erable power is wasted due to the ollisions. To redue the ollision probability, the stations perform avariable time-spreading of aesses (e.g. by exploiting bako� protools), whih results in additional poweronsumption, due to Carrier Sensing performed over additional idle periods. Hene, CSMA/CA and on-tention ontrol protools su�er a power waste aused both from transmissions resulting in a ollision andfrom the amount of Carrier Sensing (ative detetion time) introdued by the time-spreading of the aesses.It is worth noting that ollisions may ause a power waste in the transmission phase involving more thanone transmitter. Some kind of transmission poliy optimization ould be performed by evaluating the risk(i.e. the ost/bene�t ratio) of transmission attempts being performed, given urrent ongestion onditionsand the power-onsumption parameters of the system. As an example, the power saving riterion adoptedin [10℄ is based on balaning the power onsumed by the network interfae in the transmission (inludingollisions) and reeption (or idle) phases (e.g. Physial Carrier Sensing). Sine these osts hange dynam-ially, depending on the network load, a power-saving ontention ontrol protool must be adaptive to theongestion variations in the system. Aurate tuning of the adaptive ontention-based aess was designedby onsidering di�erent (parameter-based) levels of energy required by the network interfae's transmission,reeption and idle (doze) states in [10℄. The model and tuning information were adopted to implement thePower-Save Distributed Contention Control (PS-DCC) mehanism in [10℄. PS-DCC an be adopted on topof IEEE 802.11 DCF ontention ontrol, and leads the ontention ontrol to onverge to the near-to-optimalnetwork-interfae power onsumption. In addition, the PS-DCC power saving strategy balanes the needfor high battery lifetime with the need to maximize the hannel utilization and the QoS pereived by thenetwork users [10, 55℄. 32



6.2 Sleep-based solutionsGiven the open broadast nature of the wireless medium, any ongoing transmission is potentially overheardby all the neighbor nodes within the ommuniation range. Thus all ative neighbor nodes onsume powerby reeiving frames even though the frame transmission was not diret to them. The latter point has beenfaed in some ases; for example, IEEE 802.11 networks try to redue the amount of physial arrier sensingativity (alled Clear Channel Assessment, CCA), by exploiting Virtual arrier sensing based on NetworkAlloation Vetors (NAVs) [31℄. NAVs are loal timers ounting the time to the expeted end of the ongoingtransmission. If any ongoing transmission is not addressed to the reeiving node, its NAV an be initializedto the duration of the ongoing transmission. If the transmission duration is long enough to make worthwhilethe transition to the sleep state, then the NI is swithed o�, and reativated when the NAV expires to resumethe monitoring of the hannel status. The information to set the NAV timers an be obtained by introduingit in frame headers and in preliminary RTS and CTS messages adopted for Collision Avoidane. During thevirtual arrier sensing, the CCA is not performed and the NI is sleeping.Many designs of power saving protools have been proposed for MANETs and WLANs to allow mobilehosts to swith to sleep mode, depending on the role of nodes and energy availability (e.g. hord or batterybased). In infrastruture based networks, like IEEE 802.11 PCF, the sleep mode an be exploited based onthe transmission sheduling indiation of the Base Station (assumed to be power rih). The problem herean be onsidered quite easy to solve, beause the Base Station an at as a entral oordinator for nodes.The Base Station may bu�er the frames sent to sleeping nodes, and periodially sends beaon frames at �xedintervals ontaining the information about the timeline of sheduled pending transmissions. Administrated(slave) nodes sleep most of the time, and wake up just in time to reeive and send their information to theBase Station. This management approah based on the master-slave role of nodes has been introdued also inBluetooth pionets, and in luster-based arhitetures for MANETs, by exploiting the nodes asymmetry, andby demanding administration roles to the best andidates. Many more problems arise in the distributed sleepoordination shemes required for MANETs and multi-hop wireless networks. Usually, proposed solutionsfor power saving assume fully onneted networks (i.e. not multi-hop) and overall synhronization of loks.This is the ase for IEEE 802.11 Timing Synhronization Funtion (TSF) in the PCF sheme, and its DCFversion, that will be presented in the next setion. Another ritial issue related to the wireless senario isthe mobility of nodes resulting in variable network topology, variable ontention level and variable traÆloads. The node asymmetry and heterogeneous harateristis of nodes in MANETs are other problems thatshould be onsidered in the design of power saving mehanisms at the MAC layer. To sum up, unpreditablemobility, multi-hop ommuniation, no lok-synhronization mehanisms, heterogeneous power supplies(power hord vs. battery based) are some of the most ritial design assumptions to be onsidered in powersaving shemes for MANETs [68℄. The absene of lok-synhronization mehanisms is the main problemin distributed senarios, beause it would be hard to predit if and when the reeiver host would be readyto reeive. A sleeping node an be onsidered a missing node. Nonetheless, neighbor disovery in highly33



dynami senarios with mobility is ritial. The need for asynhronous protools and solutions has beendisussed in [78℄.Other solutions have been proposed for MANETs in distributed and multi-hop senarios. In [68℄ PAMAS(Power Aware Multi-Aess protool with Signalling) a separate signalling hannel is adopted to disoverand to manage the state of neighbor hosts. PAMAS is based on the MACA de�nition: Collision Avoidanebased on RTS/CTS messages on the signalling hannel is onsidered as a power saving solution. PAMASwas designed by assuming fully onneted senarios, and busy tones were thought in order to allow neighborhosts not involved in ongoing transmissions to power-o� their network interfaes to save energy. Power savingin PAMAS design was mainly oneived on the onsideration that energy drain by the network interfae isdue to both transmission and reeption ativities. Every node was required to solve loally the problem ofthe NI ativation, in order to be able to reeive frames. The proposal was to adopt a sequene of hannelprobes on a separate ontrol hannel, to determine properly the re-ativation time.In [22℄ di�erent sleep patterns an be de�ned to di�erentiate between hosts sleeping periods based onresidual energy and QoS needs. A tehnologial solution alled Remote Ativated Swith (RAS) is requiredto wake-up sleeping hosts, by sending them a wake-up signal. In this sheme, the sleep management ispassive, i.e. it is ontrolled by senders, instead of ative, i.e. managed by NAVs.6.3 Power Control solutionsDealing with power ontrol, many similar solutions appear in the literature, like SmartNode [58℄, PowerControlled Multiple Aess (PCMA) MAC protool [52℄ and many others ited in [46℄. The ommon ideaadopted in suh shemes was alled the basi power ontrol sheme. The idea is to exploit dynami poweradjustment between sender and reeivers, by exploiting the RTS/CTS handshake as a ommon referene.The RTS and CTS frames are sent with the maximum nominal transmission power, and the adjustmentis performed for the data transmission, relative to the residual power deteted by the ounterpart. Thisapproah beomes quite ritial with heterogeneous devies with di�erent nominal power levels. In [46℄ amodi�ation of the basi power adjustment shemes was proposed, based on periodi pulses of the trans-mission power during the data transmission. This sheme was thought as a way to ontrast the throughputdegradation due to the risk of hidden terminals during the data transmission, that annot be avoided by theRTS/CTS handshake.In [53℄, the COMPOW protool was proposed as a distributed poliy to �nd the minimum COMmonPOWer for transmissions leading to a sustainable degree of node onnetivity and bi-diretional links.6.4 IEEE 802.11 Power SavingThe IEEE 802.11 Standard supports two power modes for mobile hosts (MHs): ative MHs an transmitand reeive at any time, and power-saving MHs may be sleeping and wake up from time to time to hek forinoming pakets. 34



All the power saving shemes denoted below are based on the Point Coordination Funtion (PCF) aesssheme de�ned for infrastruture systems based on Aess Points, and Distributed Coordination Funtion(DCF) aess sheme, referred to as the basi aess sheme for ad ho networks.In infrastruture networks, indiated as a Basi Servie Set of nodes, it is assumed the existene of theAess Point (AP) station managing the Point Coordinated hannel aess (Point Coordination Funtion,PCF). The AP is in harge of monitoring the state of eah mobile host (MH), and a MH should always referto the AP for any registration request, transmission requests, and state hanges. The AP is also in hargeof the synhronization of sleep an ative periods between the stations. The synhronization is ahieved bymeans of the Timing Synhronization Funtion (TSF), i.e. every mobile host (MH) would get synhronizedby the lok indiated by the AP in speial frames, alled beaon frames. Periodially, the AP sends beaonframes to start a beaon interval. Beaon frames should be monitored by MHs, i.e. they should wake upin time to reeive beaons. Every beaon ontains a TraÆ Indiation Map (TIM) indiating the list ofMH's IDs with bu�ered traÆ on the AP: suh MHs should stay ative in order to reeive the bu�eredtraÆ in the urrent beaon interval. For bu�ered broadast frames, the AP sends a Delivery TIM (DTIM)message (indiating that every MH should stay ative) and immediately starts with the broadast frames'transmission.In ad ho networks, supported by the Independent Basi Servie Set struture of nodes, the existene ofthe AP annot be assumed as a entralized oordinator. This requires the power saving management to beimplemented as a distributed poliy. The MH initiating the IBSS assumes the role of the synhronizationoordinator, and the synhronization approah is still based on beaon frames. How the IBSS is startedand initialized is out of the sope of this hapter, see [31℄ for details. Every station in the IBSS assumes toreeive a beaon message within a nominal amount of time, i.e. the Beaon Period proposed by the IBSSinitiator. Loal TSF timers are used to obtain a weak synhronization of distributed beaon intervals. At thebeginning of a beaon interval, every MH listen for beaon frames while derementing a randomly initializedbako� ounter. If the bako� ounter expires before to hear any beaon frame, the MH itself sends a beaonframe indiating its loal TSF timer value. In this way, if any problem ourred, the IBSS initiator an bereplaed on the y (see station B in �gure 8). Every MH reeiving a beaon frame will ompare the TSFindiated in the beaon with its loal TSF timer. If the beaon-TSF value is later than the loal TSF, theMH initializes its TSF timer to the beaon-TSF value. In this way, a weak synhronization sheme similarto the sheme adopted in infrastruture systems an be maintained, and loal time is guaranteed to advaneon every MHs.During the DCF a MH an send a PS-poll to the AP when it is ready to reeive bu�ered frames(ontending for the hannel). If the PS-poll is orretly reeived, the AP transmits the respetive uniastbu�ered frames. MHs an sleep most of the time and periodially wake-up during short Ad ho TIM (ATIM)time-windows, loated at the beginning of eah beaon interval (see �gure 8). Here the assumption is thatall MHs in the ad ho network have synhronized ATIM windows where they an exhange ATIM frames,35



Figure 8: IEEE 802.11 Timing Synhronization Funtion and power save
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notifying eah other about bu�ered frames (see �gure 8). ATIM frames in ad ho senarios have the purposeto inform neighbor nodes about the pending traÆ. ATIM and data frames are sent, within the ATIMwindow and after the ATIM window, respetively, and subjet to ontention rules (ie. the DCF CSMA/CAand BEB rules). A MH reeiving an uniast ATIM frame will immediately aknowledge the ATIM frameand will wait for the transmission of bu�ered pakets after the end of the ATIM window. If the ATIM senderdoes not reeive the ACK it will try again later in the next ATIM window. Broadast ATIM frames needno aknowledgment, and an be sent under DCF ontention rules at the end of the ATIM window. Duringthe ATIM window, only RTS/CTS, Ak, Beaon and ATIM frames an be sent.Suh a distributed Power Saving mode is designed for single-hop networks. In multi-hop senarios, theglobal ATIM window synhronization an beome a problem, beause of the inreasing propagation delays,lok drifts among multiple hosts, and temporary network partitions. This is even worst when the networksales to many nodes [78℄. The disovery of neighbor hosts under Power Saving mode is not trivial beauseof the host mobility would hange the neighbors set of every host, and during the sleeping time every hostannot reeive nor transmit any beaon message. On the other hand, beaon messages onentrated onsmall time windows have a high ollision probability (whih may ause destrutive transmission e�et on thereeivers).In [82℄, the simulation analysis of the MAC layer IEEE 802.11 power saving mehanism has been per-formed. In [78℄ the proposal was to insert more beaons in every ATIM window, suggesting that bea-ons should be adopted not only for lok synhronization, but also for disovering neighbors and forself-advertising. Another proposal was to design the ATIM windows suh that overlapping awake inter-vals are guaranteed even with maximum lok drift and worst senario assumptions [78℄. A de�nition andanalysis of three power-saving-oriented beaoning algorithms for IEEE 802.11 MAC have been proposed in[78℄: dominating-awake-interval, periodially-full-awake-interval, and quorum-based protools. The relationsbetween beaoning proess, neighbors disovery delay, and power saving harateristis have been investi-gated. Some of the proposed solutions are more appropriate for highly mobile and low mobility senarios,36



respetively. In general, solutions should be adaptive, dealing with system mobility (both preditable andun-preditable), multi-hop ommuniation, variable traÆ loads, and weak lok synhronization.7 ConlusionIn WLANs and MANETs the MAC protool is the andidate to manage the limited shared hannel amongmobile hosts in a highly dynami senario. The MAC protools also inuenes the sare resoures' uti-lization, like hannel bandwidth and battery energy. In this hapter, we illustrated the motivations leadingto a new design and tuning of existing and new MAC protools, based on the new wireless systems' as-sumptions. Some assumptions, problems and limiting onstraints of the wireless ommuniation hannelshave been skethed as a bakground information. The evolutionary perspetive of distributed random-aessMAC protools has been presented, to illustrate in inremental way the problems onsidered and solutionsproposed, leading to urrent IEEE 802.11 de�nition. The illustration of ontention ontrol in IEEE 802.11DCF, with a disussion of related problems and solutions has been shown. Spei�ally, single-hop WLANs,and multi-hop MANETs ontention problems have been illustrated. Finally a perspetive of power savingsolutions to be onsidered at the MAC layer has been presented. Many prototype solutions have been de-sribed. Anyway, the researh in this �eld an be onsidered still in preliminary phase. One of the mosthallenging problems for the future will be the design and tuning of stable, fair, low-overhead and adaptivedistributed MAC protools supporting multi-hop ommuniation, ontention ontrol and power saving forWLANs and MANETs.
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